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Harris Co. judge issues ‘stay home’ order
BY MARK FLEMING
mark.fleming@baytownsun.com

Harris County Judge Lina Hidalgo issued a “Stay Home, Work Safe” order for
Harris County that went into effect at midnight this morning, instructing all persons
in the county to stay at their place of residence except for limited essential reasons.

The restrictions allow leaving for essential shopping, such as groceries and
supplies needed to work from home.
Restaurants may remain open for takeout, delivery and drive-through service.
Restaurants are also instructed to take
measures to keep space between customers who come to pick up food.
Businesses defined by the Department

of Homeland Security as being critical infrastructure are also allowed to continue
operating, though they are encouraged to
allow employees to work from home if
possible and to use social distancing practices for those who have to work on site.
Critical infrastructure sectors include
health care, public safety, food and agriculture, energy, water and wastewater,

transportation and logistics, public works,
communication and information technology, government, critical manufacturing,
financial services, chemical and defense.
Hidalgo said residents are allowed,
even encouraged, to get outdoors as
long as they do so without gathering in
SEE COUNTY • PAGE 8

Gov. resists statewide shelter-in-place
Moves to expand hospital capacity
BY JIM VERTUNO
The Associated Press

AUSTIN, Texas — Several more major Texas cities issued orders telling
their residents to stay in
their homes on Tuesday,
even as Gov. Greg Abbott
continued to resist calls for
a statewide order.
Houston, Austin, El Paso
and Fort Worth all issued
stay-at-home orders, following the lead of local
officials in the Dallas and
San Antonio areas earlier
this week.
The restrictions mean
residents must stay at home
except for essential activities. Generally, businesses
including grocery stores,
gas stations and restaurants
with deliver and takeout
will remain open during
such orders.
Abbott, who again on
Tuesday urged Texans to
“stay at home,” previously banned dine-in eating at
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott gestures to boxes of personal protective equipment during a press conference about the state’s restaurants and social gathresponse to the coronavirus on Tuesday in Austin. Despite several major cities issuing orders for residents to stay in their erings of 10 or more and he
home, the governor has yet to commit to a statewide order. (Nick Wagner/Austin American-Statesman) via AP)
closed schools, gyms and
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Citizen of the Year
reception canceled

BY MATT HOLLIS
matt.hollis@baytownsun.com

OBITUARIES
• None today
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BIBLE VERSE
Hear me when I call, O
God of my righteousness:
thou hast enlarged me
when I was in distress;
have mercy upon me, and
hear my prayer.
— Psalm 4:1
When we pray God listen.
God will keep us in the
midst of danger. Trust
God and apply wisdom.
Be encouraged!
— SH

CONNECT
Like our Facebook
page: facebook.com/
BaytownSun
Follow us on Twitter:
@thebaytownsun
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Barbers Hill
still wants May
bond election

The Baytown Sun has
canceling the annual Citizen of the Year reception
that was set for today.
Fred Aguilar, R. D. Burnside, Dr. Dave Corder,
Russell Hamman, LaNelle
McKay and Judy Wheat
are the finalists for The
Baytown Sun Citizen of the
Year award for 2020.
The Sun will feature
profiles of the Citizen of
the Year and the finalist in
the fourth edition of Profiles 2020 - “Community
Leadership” in the Sunday,
March 29 newspaper.

High

bars. He said he’ll keep
monitoring how well Texans heed the call for social
distancing, and he hinted that stronger statewide
measures could be coming,
though he stopped short of
promising them.
Abbott said he was surprised by how many cars
he saw on the road as he
traveled to his news conference in Austin.
“It is clear to me, we
may not be achieving the
level of compliance that
is needed,” Abbott said. “I
remain flexible in my statewide standard.”
Abbott also addressed
calls by President Donald Trump and Lt. Gov.
Dan Patrick to quickly get
businesses up and running
again to help the economy.
“I will base my decisions
as governor of the state of
Texas on what physicians
say,” Abbott said. “The primary obligation that we all
have, is public health and
safety. ... If the goal is to

The City of Baytown Park and Recreation Department removed nets from volleyball
poles and basketball nets in an effort to thwart large groups of people fathering following a stay at home order by Harris County.

Despite concerns over
the coronavirus, Barbers
Hill ISD feels it is best for
its $277.5 million bond
election to stay in May.
Barbers Hill ISD Superintendent Dr. Greg Poole
told board members Monday he was on a conference
call with other superintendents around the state
talking about elections and
bond issues.
Poole said he felt it was

imperative for his district
to continue to shoot for a
May 2 election. He stressed
there was no action item on
moving the elections, just
discussion.
“The biggest concern
seems to be, even though
we have a choice, is that
you need to make sure it
is an authentic process,
which we certainly would,”
Poole said. “The only way
it would run afoul if someone raised an issue and said
SEE HILL • PAGE 8

MB OKs Perry

City restricts park use roadwork design
BY MARK FLEMING
mark.fleming@baytownsun.com

Many people with time on their hands
are finding fewer and fewer ways to
spend it — and the latest round of restrictions intended to slow the spread of
coronavirus cuts options even further.
Harris County Judge Lina Hidalgo’s
“Stay Home, Work Safe” order closes
most non-essential businesses that remained open.
Closed venues include gyms, fitness

centers, swimming pools and other facilities that are used or intended to be
used for any type of training, martial
arts, sports or recreation.
Also shuttered are hair and nail salons, spas, licensed massage businesses
and tattoo parlors, concert halls, live
performance theaters, arenas, stadiums,
movie theaters, game rooms, bowling
alleys, arcades, indoor and outdoor flea
markets and swap meets, indoor malls,
SEE PARKS • PAGE 8

BY MARK FLEMING
mark.fleming@baytownsun.com

The Mont Belvieu City
Council approved a design
contract for widening Perry Avenue from in front
of the wastewater treatment plant and extending
it to FM 1409 at a meeting Monday night that was
live-streamed online to
be able to meet both open

Coronavirus and mental health
With the shelter-in-place order
issued for Dallas on Sunday and
the very similar “stay home” order now issued for Harris County, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic has become even more
glaringly palpable to Baytown
area residents. One aspect of this
pandemic that media coverage
has largely ignored is the devastating effects it will have on mental health for many people, particularly the most vulnerable.
Here are some of the most obvi-

ous mental health
consequences of
this pandemic that
we can expect:
• Anxiety and
depression, exacerbated by uncertainty and reduced

will likely increase significantly.
• Substance abuse, similarly
driven by feelings of hopelessness and social isolation and a desire to escape, will likely increase
significantly.
• Decreases in self-control will
plague many, and social skills

increase massively.
• Suicides, driven by feelings of
hopelessness and social isolation,

with high uncertainty and stress,
will also be affected negatively.
• Dysfunctional behaviors of
many types will entrench them-

meeting requirement and
emergency social-distancing measures.
City spokesman Brian
Ligon said the $184,700
contract includes not only
design but also surveying
and other services.
This is part of a $1.2 million bond budget for the
street widening.
SEE MB • PAGE 8

selves, especially in the most vulnerable sectors of the population.
• Negative physiological consequences of stress will manifest
themselves. For example, loneliness, which is certain to increase
under these circumstances, appears to have a negative impact on
general health roughly equivalent
to smoking 15 cigarettes per day.
The Centers for Disease Con-

social contact, will may deteriorate. Ability to plan trol and Prevention has noted on
JOHN
its website at cdc.gov that stress
HAVENAR almost certainly for the future, as in any situation during an infectious disease out-

Stay informed.
Read your local news.
Print edition, E-edition,
Digital & Social Media.
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published every month
Greater Baytown celebrates the lifestyle, career and
good works of people in our unique communities.
Writers and designers each month share compelling,
interesting stories about the people and places that
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explore and relax.
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